
Army Project 

The army hat was hot, green and was left in the battle field. 

The really big, black boot was leather and 2 foot long.  

The Bible was left in a trench with a black, shiny shotgun.  

The gas mask was in a small brown box in the middle of the battle.  

The newspaper was old and mouldy and brown – covered in mud. 

As a man lay on the ground, he was dripping blood. 
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Hawaiian Project 

The flowery Hawaiian necklace shimmered into the sparkling sun of 
the paradise island. 

The dazzling £5 shone into the silent moon in the warmth of the 
land. 

The woolly people-earings trenched and discovered the landscape of 
the Earth. 

The howling headscarf tumbled into a puddle above the moon. 

The pickerty Russian doll flipped into the hustling of time in a split 
second. 

The blowing banners of the wind blew in time. 

The flipping photo of a joyful memory of a happy holiday.  

Jessica Lan., Emily, Grace, Harley and Harvey. 



Shiny, gold, big and bold.  

Small, cold and heavy silver.  

Shining like silver, yet also like gold.  

These pennies are nice, big, bulky and round.  

 

Memories show in this small holiday book. 

A small book with memories in it of a wonderful holiday. 

Pictures that are nice, sunny and bright. 

Pictures show the view of beautiful mountains.  

 

Sam, Sarah, Jayden and Lily-Mae 

 

 

 

The hat left abandoned on the dusty, old floor 

The boot fell off in a terrible war,  

The gas mask protecting Julian Watts from poison liquid, from death.  

The newspaper left ripped on the wet, green grass. 

 

Ewan, Ethan, Harry, Henley and Alfie 

 



Military Mystery 

The Bible abandoned by him on a cold, winter’s night.  

The boot off his foot after a terrifying tragedy.  

The gas mask laid on the seats with care. 

Name tag wrapped around the mask. 

Newspaper thrown on the porch with fright and disbelief 

At the sighting ….. 

The hat on the train 

That was when the post card arrived to say it was no more. 

 

Tegan, Shay, Rihanna, Kate 

 

 

 

The army hat with bullet holes, 

The old coins left on the floor, 

The old newspapers scrunched up in a ball,  

She got a postcard saying he was dead. 

 

Emma, Corey, Olivia, Ben, Jessica Lar. and Tom 

 


